In further demonstration of simultaneous existence of the atom as wave and particle, we reproduce values of a number of physical constants using the classical mass equation hϑ = mc 2 . Most, possibly all, physical constants are coefficients of linear correlations of parameters of the intrinsic electromagnetic (e-m) oscillation that defines the atom; for example: (i) angular frequency per unit radius ω/r correlates with rotational strain τ to produce the effect identified with atomic mass; (ii) the atomic waveform's e-m flux density ρ w correlates with its radius r w and with the field modulus ϵ w to produce the effect associated with Newtonian Gravitation G; (iii) universal (Galilean) gravitational acceleration g arises from correlations of (a) the particulate atom's centripetal force F p with its mass m p , (b) the material density ρ p with radius r p and (c) the field (i.e., waveform) modulus ϵ w with stress σ w ; (iv) the particulate atom's modulus correlates with its stress field to define the electric constant or permittivity; (v) the waveform (i.e., field) centripetal force F w correlates with strain τ w to give electron magnetic moment μ e and τ w correlates with ω/r to define electrostatic atomic mass unit amu/eV; (vi) the particulate atom's mass m p correlates with density ρ p to produce the effect associated with magnetic flux density B and (vii) a universal invariant waveform gravitational (centripetal) acceleration g = 7.9433 x 10 59 m s -2 kg -1 binds matter together on atomic, stellar, galactic and cosmic scales, it is identifiable with the strong nuclear force (SNF) suggesting that the SNF is not electromagnetic but mechanical. The investigation identifies centripetal force as the only causality of gravitation raising valid questions regarding possibility for quantum gravitation.
Introduction
We have been investigating the subject of how time interacts with space to define matter and have come to the conclusion that periodic (electrical) division of (magnetic) space produces the quantum atomic e-m radiation which then interacts with itself and its defining parameters to produce all of (visible and invisible) reality. The process is fully describable with the combined energy equations of Planck (1901) and Einstein (1905) within the context of de Broglie's (1923) interpretation. Using the combined equation it has been shown that the atom exists simultaneously as wave and as particle, Obande (2013) . In other words, the expression hϑ = mc 2 simply equates internal energies of the atom's wave (hϑ) and particulate (mc 2 ) forms, and this was confirmed recently, Obande (2015a Obande ( , 2015b . Possibly, as a result of its primary connection with blackbody radiation, the frequency ϑ has all along been associated with one of several values obtainable from blackbody radiations or energy packets of an atom with the belief that no particular value specifically relates to the element's atomic mass. It turns out, however, that every element is uniquely defined with a specific ϑ value; but, absence of a theoretical basis for evaluating this value has constrained use of the equation for absolute atomic mass determination. We found by chance the ϑ values published long ago by Russell (1981) and following his excellent hints were able to produce the comprehensive list reported recently, Obande (2015a) . In our opinion, the fact that Russell received no training in physics nor an allied branch of the sciences should not detract from the value of his publication provided his data passed requisite falsification tests. Our first test was to examine the possibility of reproducing established relative atomic mass m r from his ϑ values (Obande, 2013) . This test turned out not merely successful, it produced interesting results capable of elucidating and broadening the base of theoretical physics. A clear distinction is made between absolute m abs (or m w ) and relative m r atomic mass; the latter is shown to be a composite of the former with hydrogen atom playing the determinant for which reason it appears, although falsely so, as first element of the chemical periodicity. Next, we examined the subject of the atom's internal energy E int . The results confirmed the earlier observation that the atom exists simultaneously as independent but interactive complementary wave and particulate forms, it also revealed that conversion of gross matter to energy succeeds only in destroying the particulate composite's (molar) fabric and releasing constituent single atoms in the waveform, Obande (2015a) . These findings introduced a new dimension to the traditional notion of wave-particle duality; it is no longer a matter of the atom behaving at one instance as wave and as particle at another. We now find the atom existing simultaneously in two independent but complementary states as wave and as particle each defined by its specific wavelength. With these results it became obvious that the atom must be a simple harmonic e-m oscillator describable in all its ramifications with SHM formalisms. Results of SHM analysis of the e-m fields were presented in a preceding article Obande (2015b) ; here, we present results of comparing with some physical constants correlation coefficients of interaction of the atom's SHM parameters.
Method
In order to ease cross-referencing we reproduce from the preceding report relevant expressions upon which the present one hinges:
Atomic radius, r = λ/2 = c/2ϑ
(1)
Angular speed, ω = 2πϑ
Centripetal force, F = mω 2 r = 8π
Young's modulus, ϵ = mω
Longitud. stress, σ = F/πr
Strain, τ = σ/ϵ = 2ϑ/πc = ω/π 2 c (7) In order to correctly use these expressions it is important to remember that values of the parameters m, c, ϑ and λ vary with the atom's form (wave or particle) and domain (micro-or macrocosm), see Obande (2015b) .
For consistency, we evolve the following set of Rules for selecting the physical constant which best fits a particular coefficient: (i) Dimensional comparability -Dimensions of the two correlating parameters must not differ significantly and, at best, be identical with established dimensions of the candidate physical constant. (ii) Order of magnitude -Within reasonable limits, in addition to (i), the coefficient must be of the same order of magnitude as the candidate constant. (iii) Metric suitability -In some cases correctly matching the waveform parameter with the candidate constant may require conversion of all terms in the quantitative expression, including mass, to corresponding radiation equivalents. Thus, for correlations involving say waveform (i.e. vacuum) modulus ϵ w the quantity m in Equation (5) must be replaced with hϑ/c 2 . If, on the other hand, modulus of the particulate atom ϵ p is required m is retained in mω 2 . (iv) Geometric orientation -In certain rare cases where the waveform coefficient would not match a candidate constant it may be necessary to replace ϑ with λ. In other cases where all effort to correlate fails but there is a compelling reason, say, on grounds of Rules (i) and (ii), to assign the coefficient to a given constant it is understood that Equations (1) to (7) represent first approximations only, it is likely that a perfect match would require trigonometric analysis and/or incorporation of some purely geometric factor. Results of these analyses are presented.
Results
The results are compiled in Tables 1 and 2 , where |a(1/b)| = |bc|, i.e., product of one coefficient and exponent of the other and vice-versa have equal absolute values, this combines both hyperbolic and parabolic sections, e.g., atomic mass m and density ρ; the details are discussed.
Discussion

Gravitation
Correlations that yield coefficients indicative of G or g are examined.
4.1.1 Newton's G Examples of correlations indicative of Newtonian gravitational constant G are presented in Equations (8) and (9), and illustrated in Figure 1 
Galileo's g
The universal unit of (gravitational) acceleration, Galileo or gal, is g = 1.0 x 10 -6 m s -2 , Emiliani (1995) . It turned out, e.g., Figure 1 (10) and (11) are identical, both refer to the same phenomenon, k 1 applies to the waveform while k a applies to particulate matter. The waveform invariant gravitational (centripetal) acceleration k 1 = 7.9433 x 10 59 m s -2 kg -1 would suggest that every particulate (fermionic) matter, from the atom to the galaxy, is enclosed within its corresponding waveform (bosonic field) envelope. We had to evoke this same universal "plum-pudding model" to account for radioactivity and also in analysis of relevant distinctions between speed and velocity of light, Obande (2015b; 2015c) ; given the model, k 1 interprets as an invariant waveform gravitational acceleration holding matter together on all scales from the atom to the cosmos. We reason that k 1 is indicative of the "strong nuclear force" (SNF). In other words, the atomic nucleus is not held together by electromagnetic but by an incredible mechanical force of gravitational (centripetal) acceleration per unit mass. Inordinately high energy requirement to split the atom would support this position. Notably, k 1 is an atomic bosonic (waveform) property in line with Standard Model's description of the boson as force carrier. For particulate matter, however, k a = 1.531087 x 10 -6 m s -2 kg -1 revealing that it binds with an insignificant g value and therefore is held in place by centripetal force of its corresponding bosonic wave form envelope. This is as well since the intrinsic weak force allows particulate matter to exist in isolation and be alterable with relatively little force. Observe that Equations (1) to (13) present a new and very fascinating picture of the classical mechanical, non electromagnetic, forces holding matter together on scales varying from the atom to the cosmos. Briefly, it is revealed that reality is held in place by forces of rotational motion, i.e., spin only; electromagnetic forces would seem to become relevant mainly to effect chemical bonding.
The results summarized in Equations (8) and (12) for wave and particulate matter respectively would suggest that gravitation could not possibly be due to e-m interaction as originally presumed by Lorentz (1900) and his predecessors and developed into its present form by Einstein (1950) ; it is shown here to result from coupling of centripetal (mechanical) force fields of wave (bosonic) forms of two interacting bodies. Indeed, we should expect no possibility for discernible quantum gravitation within the cosmic envelope for two main reasons: Firstly, a quantum phenomenon is discernible only outside its envelope (see for instance the quantum photon envelope captured with the brilliant innovation of the Washington University team (Gao, 2014) , G is measured within its envelope (r e(w) = 1.499 x 10 8 m). Secondly, quantum gravitation, if it existed, would be a ceaseless pulsating exchange of discrete packets; on galactic scale, this could spell disaster for the entire cosmic structural framework presumably similar to the effect of harmonic oscillation on inadequately secured structural members. Gravitation happens to be the structural member securing the entire cosmic framework. Attempts to develop a viable quantum gravitation theory date back to pioneers of modern physics, Renn (2007) , but as evident from his excellent review and contributions, the subject seems to remain to date where Lorentz (1900) left it, inconclusive.
Electricity
Electric Potential Atomic Mass Unit, amu/eV
The CODATA (2014) recommendation gives amu = 931.4940954 MeV and we find in Figure 4 that the particulate atom's rotational strain rate τ p correlates with its angular speed per unit radius ω p /r p to give: (ii) Equation (14) is in line with Macken's (2011) submission that "An electric field is … an unsymmetrical distortion of space-time"; asymmetrical distortion appears in Equation 
Atomic Mass Unit of Magnetic Flux Density B
The recommended value is B-amu = 2.350517464 x 10 5 T; correlation of ρ w with F w (Figure 8) (Figure 9) The results are consistent with the expression v = πc = rω where v is tangential velocity of the transverse e-m radiation c; in other words, speed of light is the atomic waveform invariant e-m transverse radiation c = r w ω w /π. Using, e.g., r e(w) = 1.49896229 x 10 8 m and ω e(w) = 6.283185308 rad/s; velocity (not speed) of light in vacuum v w = 9.418257784 x 10 8 m/s giving pi π = v/c = 3.141592654, in perfect agreement with the consensus value. We have shown earlier, Obande (2015a) , that c's equivalent for particulate matter is c o , which we suggest be called "de Broglie" radiation; its value is c o = 3.715352291 x 10 -14 m/s. Using this value with particulate electron as example, we have r e(p) = 9.131159995 x 10 -15 m, ω e(p) = 12.782738959 rad/s and v p = 1.16721234 x 10 -13 m/s (see Table 2 ) giving π = v p /c o = 3.141592635, again in excellent agreement with the accepted value. This specific result re-affirms that c o is truly transverse radiation of particulate matter, it is the CMB, see Obande (2015c) . Furthermore, strain τ p correlates with radius r p to give τ p r p = k = 0.318419752 ≅ 1/π and angular speed correlates with frequency to give ω p /ϑ p = k = 6.280583588 ≅ 2π. Values of these constants would suggest that most (possibly all) physical constants are correlation coefficients of interacting SHM parameters of atomic e-m oscillation.
Summary
i.
Most physical constants, possibly all, are correlation coefficients of interacting parameters of intrinsic e-m radiations that define the atom; all those investigated present in conical sections indicating that geometry of the causal e-m fields must be cones.
ii. Newtonian gravitation G is a waveform phenomenon, particulate matter is not implicated. The atomic waveform e-m flux density correlates with its radius and/or modulus to effect gravitation.
iii. Universal unit of (Galilean gravitational) acceleration g is a phenomenon of both atomic wave and particulate matter. The following interactions give rise to g: (a) centripetal force F p with atomic mass m p ; (b) atomic density ρ p with atomic radius r p ; and (c) waveform modulus ϵ w with stress field σ w .
iv. An invariant g = 7.943 x 10 59 m s -2 kg -1 binds matter together on atomic, stellar, galactic and cosmic scales. It is a waveform (bosonic) phenomenon attributable to the strong nuclear force (SNF) and would suggest that the SNF is not an electromagnetic but a mechanical force -an intrinsic extraordinary universal centripetal acceleration that holds matter together on all scales of existence.
v. In both atomic wave and particulate forms, rotational strain correlates with angular speed per unit radius to define electricity; for particulate atom, graphical analysis gives the correlation coefficient k = 931. vi. Magnetism is a phenomenon of both atomic wave and particulate forms. The waveform centripetal force F w interacts with rotational strain τ w to define electron magnetic moment μ e and with e-m flux density ρ w to give atomic mass unit of magnetic flux amu/B. On the other hand the particulate atom's mass m p interacts with its material density ρ p to give magnetic flux density B.
Conclusion
Compelling evidence has been produced to affirm simultaneous existence of the atom as wave and as particle. Some constants, e.g., G, μ e and amu of B are exclusive to the waveform while some, e.g., g, ε, λ c and flux density B belong to particulate matter; yet both forms partake of others such as amu/eV. The use of the microwave ("de Broglie") radiation c o = 3.715352291 x 10 -14 m/s of particulate matter clearly facilitated the revelation here of existence of two broad groups of physical constants one having atomic waveform as causality and the other caused by atomic particulate form. Notably, in none of the constants investigated do we find the two forms collaborating to produce a given physical constant implying that the two forms are independent yet interactive as noted earlier (Obande, 2013) . We repeat here that c o is the cosmic microwave background CMB radiation and it is none other than tangible (particulate) matter's intrinsic e-m radiation. This article belongs to a series of investigations aimed at explicitly defining atomic parameters and their interactions that give rise to www.ccsenet.org/apr Applied Physics Research Vol. 7, No. 6; 2015 observational effects; it has the aim to eventually work backwards and formulate a viable classical atomic physics theory capable of adding value to existing quantum physics formalisms with particular reference to conceptualizability. With the chemical elements' ϑ values reported recently, Obande (2015a) , the present results and all others in the series can quite easily be verified.
